
Teacher: Ms. O’Neill Information for Parents: We’re coming close to the end of the school year. Well done to the girls for keeping the work 
going and for emailing work to me week after week. The girls’ ability to work so well independently and the quality of 

their work continues to amaze me! I expect that it is getting more difficult for some students to stay focused. That is 

totally understandable. If there is anything that, I, as a teacher can do to help get you all over the final hurdle, please do 

not hesitate to email me and let me know what I can do to help. Meanwhile, I hope that you have a good week! 

 

Resources for this week at this link : https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1GL0z-l5hQpm3FOxsteAbKu3ZFLsF7zuo 
You may need to copy and paste the link. 

Class: 5th Class/Room 15 

boneillolgns@gmail.com 

Week Beginning: 15th June 

2020 

 Maths English/SESE Science – SPHE – Art 

Monday Start your week with 

revision. Do Look Back 

Pages 119 and 140 of 

BAM. Treat it as a test 

and give yourself a 

score. Check your 

answers in BAM 

Answers. If you can 

figure out from the 

answers, how to correct 

your incorrect answers, 

be kind to yourself and 

give yourself back a ½ 

mark for each self-

corrected sum.  

English: Choose one of the following activities. You 

may contact a partner and work with her for either of 

these activities. 

1. English lesson based on recent news story: 

https://breakingnewsenglish.com/2005/200531-

amusement-parks-2.html 

2. Remember when we played Boggle in school. 

You can play alone or if possible, why not play 

Boggle with someone at home or with a partner 

in your class on Zoom (with parental 

permission). Recap on the rules first. Here is a 

link for a Boggle site but there are many more. 

https://www.boggle.online/ 

You could use pen and paper instead of playing 

digitally, if you wish to play against someone 

else.  

P.E./S.P.H.E.: This could be one of the most 

important lessons that you will participate in this year-

water safety. During Active Home Week, this lesson 

was in my plan but as far as I know very few students 

did it, as there were so many other fun activities in the 

plan that week. Go to this link here  

http://paws.edco.ie/fifth-and-sixth-classes/ 

and try to complete all of the activities. Any of you 

who have already completed the lessons and also any 

of you who complete the lesson quickly today, design 

a Water Safety poster that could be hung near one or 

all of these places- a river, on a farm, at a swimming 

pool, lake or beach. Include what you think are the 

most important safety points. Use the PAWS website 

to help you when planning your poster. 

Tuesday BAM-P.153 

Now do Interactive 

games at cjfallon 

Tutorials Weblink 

Tutorials 88 and 89 for 

pages 153b and 154. 

June Outdoor Art: In preparation for art outdoors this 

afternoon, spend 20 minutes looking at the artworks of 

the famous artist Jackson Pollock. Start planning your 

art for later-what paint will you use? Is there any 

leftover DIY paint in your house? What instruments 

will you dip into the paint-doesn’t have to be paint 

June Outdoor Art: Look at the following video and 

see if it inspires you to try out Jackson Pollock style 

painting outdoors today. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c9OZB9NnWTA 

Remember to respect the area where you are painting. 

Even if it is outdoors, have you covered the ground or 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1GL0z-l5hQpm3FOxsteAbKu3ZFLsF7zuo
https://breakingnewsenglish.com/2005/200531-amusement-parks-2.html
https://breakingnewsenglish.com/2005/200531-amusement-parks-2.html
https://www.boggle.online/
http://paws.edco.ie/fifth-and-sixth-classes/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c9OZB9NnWTA


If finished early, do what 
you can from BAM 

Pages 156, 157, 158, 

159, 166, 167, 1689 and 

169. 

brushes, it could be clothes pegs, yarn, an old 
toothbrush etc. Plan now. If you don’t have paint or are 

unable to do this activity, look up ‘nature collages’ 

online and try planning that instead. 

surface that you are using with newspaper or some 
other covering? Have you protected your clothes? If 

you don’t have paint or are unable to do this activity, 

look up ‘nature collages’ online and try doing that 

instead. 

Wednesday BAM, P. 154 

If finished early, do what 

you can from BAM 

Pages 156, 157, 158, 

159, 166, 167, 1689 and 

169. 

Science/English: EYE: Do the following work over 

three days. Firstly, do EYE, P. 90. This page provides 

you with a sample of explanation/explanatory writing 

(explanation and explanatory mean the same thing –

writing that ‘explains’ something logically and clearly). 

Complete the page and get used to the difference 

between this ‘genre’ of writing and the other genres that 

we covered this year –recount, narrative, report and 

persuasive. 

When finished P.90, you will be selecting your own 

topic for explanation writing or an explanation paper or 

digital project.  We have our school closure because 

there is a Covid-19 pandemic. I want you to research an 

infectious disease that caused a pandemic in the past-

thousands of years ago or in recent years. You decide! 

You will come across the terms epidemic and plague. If 

you would prefer to research a plague or epidemic, that 

is fine too. Try to gain a basic understanding of the 

difference between these terms.  I would like you to 

present your work either as: 

 Explanation/Explanatory Writing (where you 
explain the infectious disease in a particular 

order, like in the EYE ‘Hurricane’ piece)  

Or 

 A paper or digital project (Explain logically also 
but with lots of images and a lot less writing that 

Outdoor Science: Sunny Day Experiments! 

Look at this link! 

https://lessons4littleones.com/2018/06/15/sun-

learning-activities-and-book-suggestions/ 

The Solar Oven experiment here (I noticed in the blog 

that someone in 6th Class did this one a few weeks 

ago), the Light Box  and the Sundial are fun 

experiments for your age-group. Maybe you did one 

of them last week. If making the solar oven, you 

must be supervised by an adult. Please, take photos 

or video record your experiment. If you don’t get it 

finished today, do it instead of another lesson this 

week. If there is no sunny day this week, type 

something like ‘cool quick experiments’ on your 

browser and see if anything inspires you there. 

OR 

Have a look at this experiment on YouTube. 

https://youtu.be/Dm0IcLGQ2HA 

Have a go at making a moving marker stickman. 

Experiment with different colour inks. Which works 

best? What are the properties of dry erase markers that 

make it possible for the stick man to move? Write your 

experiment up and include this information in your 

results.  If you like make a recording of your 

experiment in action or take pictures and send it in to 

me. 

 

https://lessons4littleones.com/2018/06/15/sun-learning-activities-and-book-suggestions/
https://lessons4littleones.com/2018/06/15/sun-learning-activities-and-book-suggestions/
https://youtu.be/Dm0IcLGQ2HA


Thursday BAM, P.155 
If finished early, do what 

you can from BAM 

Pages 156, 157, 158, 

159, 166, 167, 1689 and 

169. 

you would do in an explanation/explanatory 
writing piece) 

I have sent you some worksheets and templates to help 

you to prepare the explanation/explanatory writing but 

they will help with the project too. When you have 

finished your writing/project, I would love if you 

emailed it to me. After you get my feedback, self-assess 

your work, using the self-assessment template that I 

have sent to you. 

 

Geography/Map Skills: When finished your pandemic  

writing/projects, whether on Tues., Wed. or Thurs., 

continue with your Map Skills book each day. Complete 

as many pages as you can. No need to do any Map Skills 

at all, if you spend the three days on the writing/project. 

S.P.H.E.: It’s Fathers’ Day on Sunday. Design a nice 
card or do something creative for your dad, uncle, 

brother or any special person in your life. Had we been 

in school, I had planned on encouraging you all to 

create a stabile or mobile, with the option of hanging 

nice drawings or messages on it. As a base for a 

stabile, you could fill an old plant pot with scrunched 

up paper, pebbles, compost or other material. You 

have better imaginations than me! I would love to see 

your finished work and it would be a lovely surprise 

for that special person! 

      Stabile                      Mobile 

Friday Test yourself again! Do 

P.160. Treat it as a test 

and give yourself a 

score. Check your 

answers in BAM 

Answers. If you can 

figure out from the 

answers, how to correct 

your incorrect answers, 

be kind to yourself and 

give yourself back a ½ 

mark for each self-

corrected sum. Good 

work! 

S.P.H.E.: Zoom Call! Think about what you would 

like us to do for our last Zoom call next week (26th 

June)? Another quiz? Debate? Boggle? 2 Truths and a 

Lie? Show and Tell? Send Ms. O’Neill baby photos 

and we will do a Guess Who activity? Any other 

ideas? 

 



Got all your work done and want to do more?! Go to our school website and choose an activity from our list of suggestions!    

 

https://www.ourladysgns.ie/suggested-work-during-school-closure-march-2020.html

